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Scourge
A brand-new Star Wars: The Old Republic novel from bestselling Star Wars author Drew Karpyshyn. As well as exploring
what happened to Revan after Knights of the Old Republic, in this novel readers will learn who the Sith Emperor is in the
time of the Old Republic, where he came from and how he has held onto power for so long There's something out there. A
juggernaut of evil bearing down to crush the Republic - unless one lone Jedi, shunned and reviled, can stop it. Revan: hero,
traitor, conqueror, villain, savior. A Jedi who left Coruscant to defeat Mandalorians—and returned a disciple of the dark side,
bent on destroying the Republic. The Jedi Council gave Revan his life back, but the price of redemption was high. His
memories have been erased. All that's left are nightmares—and deep, abiding fear. What exactly happened beyond the
Outer Rim? Revan can't quite remember, yet can't entirely forget. Somehow he stumbled across a terrible secret that
threatens the very existence of the Republic. With no idea what it is, or how to stop it, Revan may very well fail, for he's
never faced a more powerful and diabolic enemy. But only death can stop him from trying

Star Wars: The Last Jedi (Legends)
THE CULMINATION OF A SAGA TWENTY-TWO YEARS IN THE MAKING. They call themselves Rihannsu -- the Declared. To the
Federation, they are the Romulans. By any name they are adversaries as formidable as they are inscrutable. Self-exiled
from Vulcan in ages past, they retain an ancient martial philosophy and a code of conduct that has sustained them through
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centuries of hardship, warfare, and thwarted ambition. Now their empire is gearing for war once again. Armed with the
revolutionary Sunseed technology, which can destabilize entire stars, a Romulan vessel is warping toward the heart of the
Federation. Its target: Earth's sun. But this offensive comes at a perilous time, as a growing number of Romulan worlds are
joining a revolution -- one led by the renegade Commander Ael t'Rllaillieu of the warbird Bloodwing, with the aid of Captain
James T. Kirk of the Starship Enterprise™ and the Hamalki physicist K's't'lk, the Federation's foremost authority on Sunseed
technology. As the threat to Earth looms ever larger, Bloodwing and Enterprise lead an armada toward the Romulan
homeworld for a final reckoning that will decide the future of the Rihannsu people.

Honor Among Thieves
The first book in a new trilogy set before Thrawn traveled to the Empire and became a Grand Admiral. Journey to the
Unknown Regions and learn more about Thrawn's origins and his home- The Chiss Ascendency.

The Shadow Lamp
Following an ambush by the Jedis, Sith Yaru Korsin fights a mutiny led by his own brother, leaving him no choice but to flee
with the remaining loyal Siths to the outskirts of an unknown planet where they face plagues and predators.

Temple Hill
“The Jedi are keepers of the peace. We are not soldiers.”—MACE WINDU, Star Wars: Episode II: Attack of the Clones Mace
Windu is a living legend: Jedi Master, senior member of the Jedi Council, skilled diplomat, devastating fighter. Some say he
is the deadliest man alive. But he is a man of peace—and for the first time in a thousand years, the galaxy is at war. Now,
following the momentous events climaxing in the Battle of Geonosis, Master Mace Windu must undertake a perilous
homecoming to his native world—to defuse a potentially catastrophic crisis for the Republic . . . and to confront a terrifying
mystery with dire personal consequences. The jungle planet of Haruun Kal, the homeworld Mace barely remembers, has
become a battleground in the increasing hostilities between the Republic and the renegade Separatist movement. The Jedi
Council has sent Depa Billaba—Mace’s former Padawan and fellow Council member—to Haruun Kal to train the local
tribesmen as a guerilla resistance force, to fight against the Separatists who control the planet and its strategic star system
with their droid armies. But now the Separatists have pulled back, and Depa has not returned. The only clue to her
disappearance is a cryptic recording left at the scene of a brutal massacre: a recording that hints of madness and murder,
and the darkness in the jungle . . . a recording in Depa’s own voice. Mace Windu trained her. Only he can find her. Only he
can learn what has changed her. Only he can stop her. Jedi were never intended to be soldiers. But now they have no
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choice. Mace must journey alone into the most treacherous jungle in the galaxy—and into his own heritage. He will leave
behind the Republic he serves, the civilization he believes in, everything but his passion for peace and his devotion to his
former Padawan. And he will learn the terrible price that must be paid, when keepers of the peace are forced to make war. .
. . Features a bonus section following the novel that includes a primer on the Star Wars expanded universe, and over half a
dozen excerpts from some of the most popular Star Wars books of the last thirty years!

Thrawn: the Ascendency Trilogy #1
In the New York Times bestseller Darth Bane: Path of Destruction, Drew Karpyshyn painted a gripping portrait of a young
man’s journey from innocence to evil. That man was Darth Bane, a twisted genius whose iron will, fierce ambition, and
strength in the dark side of the Force made him a natural leader among the Sith–until his radical embrace of an all-butforgotten wisdom drove him to destroy his own order . . . and create it anew from the ashes. As the last surviving Sith,
Darth Bane promulgated a harsh new directive: the Rule of Two. Two there should be; no more, no less. One to embody the
power, the other to crave it. Now Darth Bane is ready to put his policy into action, and he thinks he has found the key
element that will make his triumph complete: a student to train in the ways of the dark side. Though she is young, Zannah
possesses an instinctive link to the dark side that rivals his own. With his guidance, she will become essential in his quest to
destroy the Jedi and dominate the galaxy. But there is one who is determined to stop Darth Bane: Johun Othone, Padawan
to Jedi Master Lord Hoth, who died at Bane’s hands in the last great Sith War. Though the rest of the Jedi scoff at him,
Joshua’s belief that there are surviving Sith on the loose is unshakeable. As Johun continues his dogged pursuit of the man
who killed his master, Zannah, faced unexpectedly with a figure from her past, begins to question her embrace of the dark
side. And Darth Bane is led by Force-induced visions to a moon where he will acquire astonishing new knowledge and
power–power that will alter him in ways he could never have imagined. . . . Features a bonus section following the novel
that includes a primer on the Star Wars expanded universe, and over half a dozen excerpts from some of the most popular
Star Wars books of the last thirty years!

Choices of One
With the end of the Sith Wars, the Jedi are convinced that the Sith have been destroyed, unaware that Darth Bane, the
creator of the "Rule of Two," survives and is preparing in secret to build a new Sith Order, with which he plans to rule with
his new apprentice at his side, in the sequel to Path of Destruction. Reprint.

Trapping Zero (An Agent Zero Spy Thriller—Book #4)
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The second novel set in the Old Republic era and based on the massively multiplayer online game Star Wars®: The Old
Republic™ ramps up the action and brings readers face-to-face for the first time with a Sith warrior to rival the most sinister
of the Order’s Dark Lords—Darth Malgus, the mysterious, masked Sith of the wildly popular “Deceived” and “Hope” game
trailers. Malgus brought down the Jedi Temple on Coruscant in a brutal assault that shocked the galaxy. But if war crowned
him the darkest of Sith heroes, peace would transform him into something far more heinous—something Malgus would
never want to be, but cannot stop, any more than he can stop the rogue Jedi fast approaching. Her name is Aryn
Leneer—and the lone Knight that Malgus cut down in the fierce battle for the Jedi Temple was her Master. And now she’s
going to find out what happened to him, even if it means breaking every rule in the book. Features a bonus section
following the novel that includes a primer on the Star Wars expanded universe, and over half a dozen excerpts from some
of the most popular Star Wars books of the last thirty years!

Green Arrow Vol. 9: Old Tricks
Thousands of years before the rise of Darth Sidious and Darth Vader, the Old Republic was rife with the evil Sith, who were
a constant thorn in the side of the Jedi. But greed and hunger for power were eating away at the Sith Order, destroying it
from within. In the midst of this rose a new Sith, Darth Bane, who recognized that the Sith Order would fall if nothing was
done. Thus it was he who, learning to cultivate patience and cunning, hid from the strife until it was over, and then rose to
become the most powerful Sith Lord ever. This is the story of the transformation of Des, a young miner, into the legendary
Sith Lord Darth Bane. Des - like many of the disenfranchised who live on the Outer Rim - is disillusioned with the stagnancy
of the Old Republic. When the Sith unite to bring the Republic down, Des is one of many to join their cause. His heroism and
skill in battle - along with his remarkable connection to the Force - draw the notice of the Sith Masters, and Des eventually
finds himself studying at the Sith Academy on Korriban. He takes the name of Bane and, amidst the deception and backstabbing of the other students, he learns to unlock his latent dark-side talents. As his power grows, Bane realizes the Sith
have lost their way. Under the leadership of Lord Kaan and his Brotherhood of Darkness, the Sith have turned their back on
the true nature of the dark side. Through manipulation, cunning and strength, Bane destroys Kaan's Brotherhood and wipes
out all the other Sith so he can found a new Order based on the rule of two: one Master, one apprentice.

Before the Storm
Once the Sith order teemed with followers. But their rivalries divided them in endless battles for supremacy. Until one dark
lord at last united the Sith in the quest to enslave the galaxy–and exterminate the Jedi. Yet it would fall to another, far more
powerful than the entire Brotherhood of Darkness, to ultimately realize the full potential of the Sith, and wield the awesome
power of the dark side as never before. Since childhood, Dessel has known only the abuse of his hateful father and the
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dangerous, soul-crushing labor of a cortosis miner. Deep in the tunnels of the desolate planet Apatros, endlessly excavating
the rare mineral valued throughout the galaxy, Dessel dreams of the day he can escape–a day he fears may never come.
But when a high-stakes card game ends in deadly violence, Dessel suddenly finds himself a wanted man. On the run from
vengeful Republic forces, Dessel vanishes into the ranks of the Sith army, and ships out to join the bloody war against the
Republic and its Jedi champions. There, Dessel’s brutality, cunning, and exceptional command of the Force swiftly win him
renown as a warrior. But in the eyes of his watchful masters, he is destined for a far greater role in the ultimate Sith plan for
the galaxy–if he can prove himself truly worthy. As an acolyte in the Sith academy, studying the secrets and skills of the
dark side at the feet of its greatest masters, Dessel embraces his new Sith identity: Bane. However the true test is yet to
come. In order to gain acceptance into the Brotherhood of Darkness one must fully surrender to the dark side through a
trial by fire that Bane, for all his unquenchable fury and lust for power, may not be strong enough to endure . . . especially
since deception, treachery, and murder run rampant among the Sith disciples, and utter ruthlessness alone is the key to
survival. Only by defying the most sacred traditions, rejecting all he has been taught, and drawing upon the long-forgotten
wisdom of the very first Sith can Bane hope to triumph–and forge from the ashes of that which he must destroy a new era
of absolute dark power. Features a bonus section following the novel that includes a primer on the Star Wars expanded
universe, and over half a dozen excerpts from some of the most popular Star Wars books of the last thirty years!

No Prisoners
With the hard-won peace and prestige of the New Republic threatened by a mysterious new enemy and his genocidal
intentions, Jedi knight Luke Skywalker journeys to his mother's homeworld in a desperate quest to find her people.

Star Wars®: Book of Sith
Mike Grell’s defining run on the Emerald Archer concludes here in GREEN ARROW VOL. 9: OLD TRICKS. Oliver Queen’s New
Year’s bash is in full swing when an arrow strikes him from the rooftops. A mysterious archer from Ollie’s past has come for
his head. With the return of Shado, and the aid of Dinah Lance and Marianne, they will have to scour the Seattle
Underground to uncover the truth. With tension growing between Dinah and Oliver after his kiss with Marianne, will
surviving the archer be enough to keep them together? Collecting issues #73-80 and Grell’s origin story, GREEN ARROW:
THE WONDER YEAR #1-4.

Darth Bane
The fledgling New Republic is threatening by the growing power of the arrogant, pernicious Yevethan race and its fleet of
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Imperial Star Destroyers, while Luke Skywalker embarks on a quest for the truth about his mother. Original.

The Force Unleashed
“You will not sleep until you are finished with AGENT ZERO. A superb job creating a set of characters who are fully
developed and very much enjoyable. The description of the action scenes transport us into a reality that is almost like
sitting in a movie theater with surround sound and 3D (it would make an incredible Hollywood movie). I can hardly wait for
the sequel.” --Roberto Mattos, Books and Movie Reviews In TRAPPING ZERO (Book #4), a terrorist cell in the Mideast gains a
new, fanatic leader, one intent on orchestrating what would be the deadliest attack on American soil. Can Agent Zero
uncover the plot and stop him in time? Although Agent Zero’s daughters are home safely, the mental anguish from their
experience weighs heavy on their small family. Zero, working to be a good father and to repair the damage, decides the
time has come to undergo surgery to regain all of his memories. But will it work? In the midst of it all, he is again thrust into
the line of duty as a U.S. embassy is destroyed in the Mideast and as an experimental new weapon is uncovered. But
without his memories, with some of his own CIA allies intent on his destruction, who can he really trust? TRAPPING ZERO
(Book #4) is an un-putdownable espionage thriller that will keep you turning pages late into the night. “Thriller writing at its
best.” --Midwest Book Review (re Any Means Necessary) “One of the best thrillers I have read this year.” --Books and Movie
Reviews (re Any Means Necessary) Also available is Jack Mars’ #1 bestselling LUKE STONE THRILLER series (7 books), which
begins with Any Means Necessary (Book #1), a free download with over 800 five star reviews!

Revan
In his quest for total domination, Darth Sidious compiled six legendary dark side texts detailing Sith history and philosophy
by Sorzus Syn, Darth Malgus, Darth Bane, Mother Talzin, Darth Plagueis, and himself. Together these documents form the
Book of Sith. Over the centuries, the texts were passed among Force users who left handwritten notes and annotations in
the margins, including Darth Vader, Yoda, Mace Windu, and Luke Skywalker, among others. Collected by acclaimed Star
Wars writer Daniel Wallace and embellished by numerous esteemed Star Wars illustrators, this volume introduces new
characters and history, and delves deeper into understanding the philosophies and methods behind the dark side of the
Force.

Winter's Mourn
"The only way to bring down the Sith's most dangerous warrior may be to join forces with the dark side"--Back cover.
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Darth Bane
A gripping action-adventure novel set during the previously unexplored 'Dark Times' between Episode III: Revenge of the
Sith and Episode IV: A New Hope. The Jedi order has been crushed under the devious hand of Emperor Palpatine. A new
order has risen, one that seeks to dominate the galaxy using the iron fist of Darth Vader. But Vader cannot control an entire
galaxy alone. He has selected his own apprentice from among those gifted with Force-sensitive abilities. As the fate of the
galaxy hangs in the balance, this new apprentice must choose their own destiny This is the official tie-in novel to the nextgeneration videogame from LucasArts.

Shield of Lies
Received with enormous buzz and anticipation, Joe Schreiber's Star Wars: Death Troopers was the first time the Star Wars
galaxy entered the realm of horror. Seth Grahame-Smith, New York Times bestselling author of Pride and Prejudice and
Zombies, called it "the Star Wars of every horror fan's dreams--gory, funny, and brimming with a blood-spattered cast of
swashbucklers and space-zombies." Now the horror continues in a whole new adventure bringing Sith and Jedi both face to
face with the undead in the dark times of the Old Republic

Darth Bane Path of Destruction
Twenty years have passed since Darth Bane, reigning Dark Lord of the Sith, demolished the ancient order devoted to the
dark side and reinvented it as a circle of two: one Master to wield the power and pass on the wisdom, and one apprentice to
learn, challenge, and ultimately usurp the Dark Lord in a duel to the death. But Bane’s acolyte, Zannah, has yet to engage
her Master in mortal combat and prove herself a worthy successor. Determined that the Sith dream of galactic domination
will not die with him, Bane vows to learn the secret of a forgotten Dark Lord that will assure the Sith’s immortality–and his
own. A perfect opportunity arises when a Jedi emissary is assassinated on the troubled mining planet Doan, giving Bane an
excuse to dispatch his apprentice on a fact-finding mission–while he himself sets out in secret to capture the ancient
holocron of Darth Andeddu and its precious knowledge. But Zannah is no fool. She knows that her ruthless Master has
begun to doubt her, and she senses that he is hiding something crucial to her future. If she is going to claim the power she
craves, she must take action now. While Bane storms the remote stronghold of a fanatical Sith cult, Zannah prepares for
her Master’s downfall by choosing an apprentice of her own: a rogue Jedi cunning and cold-blooded enough to embrace the
Sith way and to stand beside her when she at last wrests from Bane the mantle of Dark Lord of the Sith. But Zannah is not
the only one with the desire and power to destroy Darth Bane. Princess Serra of the Doan royal family is haunted by
memories of the monstrous Sith soldier who murdered her father and tortured her when she was a child. Bent on
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retribution, she hires a merciless assassin to find her tormentor– and bring him back alive to taste her wrath. Only a Sith
who has taken down her own Master can become Dark Lord of the Sith. So when Bane suddenly vanishes, Zannah must find
him–possibly even rescue him–before she can kill him. And so she pursues her quarry from the grim depths of a ravaged
world on the brink of catastrophe to the barren reaches of a desert outpost, where the future of the dark side’s most
powerful disciples will be decided, once and for all, by the final, fatal stroke of a lightsaber. Features a bonus section
following the novel that includes a primer on the Star Wars expanded universe, and over half a dozen excerpts from some
of the most popular Star Wars books of the last thirty years!

The Old Republic Series: Star Wars Legends 4-Book Bundle
Han Solo and his new friends embark on a daring rescue mission just after the destruction of the first Death Star.

Dark Disciple: Star Wars
BONUS: This short story features an exclusive author interview—plus an excerpt from Steven Barnes’ Star Wars novel, The
Cestus Deception. WHAT LIES BENEATH Dispatched as a Republic envoy to the Outer Rim planet Ord Cestus—in a bid to
halt the sale of potentially deadly “bio-droids” to the Confederacy—Obi-Wan Kenobi finds himself enlisted in a mission more
desperate, and dangerous, than diplomatic. The once self-contained world has long since been co-opted by unscrupulous
offworlders, whose plunder of a vital natural resource has enabled the rise of a powerful corporation that controls the
economy. Ord Cestus’s native population, the X’Ting, are now mere second-class citizens in their own society. Enter the Jedi
Knight, with news that a legal technicality has turned the tables—and the corrupt forces with a stranglehold on Ord Cestus
are now at the mercy of the X’Ting. Circumstances, however, are more dire than the Republic suspected. In the wake of a
devastating plague, the X’Ting’s benevolent rulers are dead, and the once tightly knit race has splintered into battling
factions. Reunification can only come with the rise of new royals, whom all X’Ting are bound by blood to serve. But the eggs
that will spawn those sovereigns lie out of reach, secured in a secret chamber and booby-trapped by those whose
knowledge died with them in the plague. Now, to salvage a people’s destiny, Obi-Wan will risk a veritable descent into hell:
braving the unknown horrors in the forgotten depths of an alien world, on a perilous quest from which none who went
before have ever returned.

Path of Destruction: Star Wars Legends (Darth Bane)
Darth Plagueis, a Sith Lord who knows the Dark Side so well that he has power over life and death, joins forces with his
apprentice, one-day emperor Darth Sidious, to try to dominate the whole galaxy. Movie tie-in.
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The Hive: Star Wars Legends (Short Story)
Darth Plagueis: one of the most brilliant Sith Lords who ever lived. Possessing power is all he desires. Losing it is the only
thing he fears. As an apprentice, he embraces the ruthless ways of the Sith. And when the time is right, he destroys his
Master - but vows never to suffer the same fate. For like no other disciple of the dark side, Darth Plagueis learns to
command the ultimate powerover life and death. Darth Sidious: Plagueis's chosen apprentice. Under the guidance of his
Master, he secretly studies the ways of the Sith, while publicly rising to power in the galactic government, first as Senator,
then as Chancellor, and eventually as Emperor. Darth Plagueis and Darth Sidious, Master and acolyte, target the galaxy for
domination - and the Jedi Order for annihilation. But can they defy the merciless Sith tradition? Or will the desire of one to
rule supreme, and the dream of another to live forever, sow the seeds of their destruction?

Darth Bane
Not just an epic videogame from BioWare and LucasArts, Star Wars: The Old Republic™ spawned a New York Times
bestselling series of novels—which are now together in one electrifying ebook bundle. Fatal Alliance, Deceived, Revan, and
Annihilation tell four daringly original stories of Jedi and Sith that embody this unique, beloved era in Star Wars Legends
storytelling. . . . FATAL ALLIANCE by Sean Williams From across the galaxy they’ve come: a Jedi Padawan, an ex-trooper
drummed out of the Republic’s elite Blackstar Squad, and a mysterious Mandalorian. An extraordinary auction has drawn
them all together, in quest of a prize whose value may be the wealth of a world itself. None intend to leave empty-handed.
All have secrets, desires, and schemes. And nothing could ever unite them as allies—except the truth about the deadly
danger of the object they covet. But can Sith and Jedi, Republic and Empire, join as one against the certain doom of the
galaxy? DECEIVED by Paul S. Kemp A Sith warrior to rival the most sinister of the Order’s Dark Lords, Darth Malgus brought
down the Jedi Temple on Coruscant in a brutal assault that shocked the galaxy. But if war crowned him the darkest of Sith
heroes, peace will transform him into something far more heinous—something Malgus would never want to be but cannot
stop becoming, any more than he can stop the rogue Jedi fast approaching. Her name is Aryn Leneer—and the lone Jedi
Knight that Malgus cut down in the fierce battle for the Jedi Temple was her Master. REVAN by Drew Karpyshyn Hero,
traitor, conqueror, villain, savior—Revan has been all of these. He left Coruscant a Jedi, on a mission to defeat the
Mandalorians. He returned a Sith disciple, bent on destroying the Republic. The Jedi Council gave Revan his life back, but
the price of redemption was the loss of his memories. All that’s left are nightmares—and deep, abiding fear. One thing he’s
certain of: Something very dark is plotting against the Republic. With no idea how to identify the threat, let alone stop it,
Revan may be doomed to fail. But only death can stop him from trying. ANNIHILATION by Drew Karpyshyn After his
triumphant destruction of a Sith superweapon arsenal, covert agent Theron Shan is recruited for an even more dangerous
mission. A power struggle has the Empire in flux, but Darth Karrid remains bent on total domination, using a fearsome
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Imperial cruiser in her reign of terror. Now, joined by a hotheaded smuggler and Karrid’s former Jedi Master, Theron must
match wits and weapons with a crew of the most cold-blooded dark side disciples. And if they don’t seize their one chance
to succeed, they will have countless opportunities to die.

Darth Bane
When Lhasha Moonsilver, a fledgling thief, hires former warrior and town drunk, Corin, as a bodyguard, the two unlikely
companions take on the Thieves' Guild, the Cult of the Dragon, and other deadly foes in the city of Elversult.

Rule of Two: Star Wars Legends (Darth Bane)
When a novice Jedi is killed while trying to obtain the coordinates of a secretive, yet beneficial trade route, his former
Master, Jedi archivist Mander Zuma, must enter the dangerous underworld of the Hutts to find the truth. Original. 60,000
first printing.

Star Wars - Knight Errant
Kit and the gang are determined to find a path back to the Spirit Well but when one of their own disappears with the
coveted green book, they no longer know who to trust. Meanwhile the expansion of the universe is slowing and soon will
begin to reverse, heralding the systematic annihilation of all that exists. . .

Red Harvest
A latest entry in the best-selling series that began with Path of Destruction and Rule of Two finds Darth Bane suffering the
effects of using the dark side, doubting his apprentice for her apparent lack of ambition and pursuing an artifact with the
power of granting immortality.

Star Trek: The Original Series: Rihannsu: The Empty Chair
A killer is watching Thirteen years ago, Winter Black came home early from a sleepover to find her parents brutally
murdered and her little brother gone-taken by a serial killer called The Preacher. Now a rookie FBI agent assigned to her
first murder case, Winter has returned to the small Virginia town where she grew up. But when bones found by a hunter
lead to the discovery of a secret burial ground containing the remains of children, the investigation suddenly hits close to
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home as the past and future collide with each new shocking discovery. Will they find her brother's bones in the makeshift
graveyard next? Only The Preacher knows, and he'll do anything to keep the past-and its secrets-buried until he's ready to
make his final move. A masterfully conceived psychological thriller reminiscent of Lisa Jackson, Harlan Coben, and Karin
Slaughter, Winter's Mourn will keep readers turning the pages-and watching the window-long past midnight.

Star Wars: Darth Plagueis
2011 marks the 20th anniversary of the publication of Star Wars: Heir to the Empire by Timothy Zahn, the #1 New York
Times hardcover bestseller that relaunched the entire Star Wars publishing program. To celebrate this historic event, Zahn
returns to Star Wars with a brand-new novel of adventure, action, and intrigue starring the young Luke Skywalker, Han Solo,
Princess Leia Organa, and the beloved Mara Jade!

Battlefront: Twilight Company (Star Wars)
Collects the first three books in the Star Wars series, offering a glimpse of how Anakin Skywalker became aware of his
power and turned to the dark side.

Darth Bane: Star Wars Legends 3-Book Bundle
Every advanced society in the galaxy relies on the technology of the Protheans, an ancient species that vanished fifty
thousand years ago. After discovering a cache of Prothean technology on Mars in 2148, humanity is spreading to the stars;
the newest interstellar species, struggling to carve out its place in the greater galactic community. On the edge of colonized
space, ship commander and Alliance war hero David Anderson investigates the remains of a top secret military research
station; smoking ruins littered with bodies and unanswered questions. Who attacked this post and for what purpose? And
where is Kahlee Sanders, the young scientist who mysteriously vanished from the base–hours before her colleagues were
slaughtered? Sanders is now the prime suspect, but finding her creates more problems for Anderson than it solves.
Partnered with a rogue alien agent he can’t trust and pursued by an assassin he can’t escape, Anderson battles impossible
odds on uncharted worlds to uncover a sinister conspiracy . . . one he won’t live to tell about. Or so the enemy thinks.
BONUS: This edition includes an excerpt from Drew Karpyshyn's Mass Effect: Ascension.

Shatterpoint: Star Wars Legends
Ever since Emperor Palpatine's Order 66--which called for the execution of all Jedi--Jax Pavan is the last Knight around to
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fight the dark side of the Force. Together with his droid I-5, Jax has eluded Vader time and again, all the while wreaking
havoc against the Empire through the underground resistance on Coruscant. But now the Rebel's leader on the city-planet
has been captured, and it's up to the Last Jedi to ride againpossibly for one final adventure.

Lost Tribe of the Sith
Sent to aid a local dictator facing a revolution, Hallena Devis finds herself in danger as she is surrounded by belligerant
freedom fighters at the same time Captain Gilad Pellaeon is facing a decision whether to rescue Hallena or stay true to the
Republi

Mass Effect: Revelation
Before the rise of Darth Vader and Darth Sidious, in an Old Republic marked by an ongoing struggle between the Sidi and
Jedi, Darth Bane plots to bring down the Brotherhood of the Sith and to replace it with a more powerful order.

Deceived: Star Wars Legends (The Old Republic)
Thousands of years before the rise of Darth Sidious and Darth Vader, the Old Republic was rife with the evil Sith, who were
a constant thorn in the side of the Jedi. But greed and hunger for power were eating away at the Sith Order, destroying it
from within. In the midst of this rose a new Sith, Darth Bane, who recognized that the Sith Order would fall if nothing was
done. Thus it was he who, learning to cultivate patience and cunning, hid from the strife until it was over, and then rose to
become the most powerful Sith Lord ever. This is the story of the transformation of Des, a young miner, into the legendary
Sith Lord Darth Bane. Des - like many of the disenfranchised who live on the Outer Rim - is disillusioned with the stagnancy
of the Old Republic. When the Sith unite to bring the Republic down, Des is one of many to join their cause. His heroism and
skill in battle - along with his remarkable connection to the Force - draw the notice of the Sith Masters, and Des eventually
finds himself studying at the Sith Academy on Korriban. He takes the name of Bane and, amidst the deception and backstabbing of the other students, he learns to unlock his latent dark-side talents. As his power grows, Bane realizes the Sith
have lost their way. Under the leadership of Lord Kaan and his Brotherhood of Darkness, the Sith have turned their back on
the true nature of the dark side. Through manipulation, cunning and strength, Bane destroys Kaan's Brotherhood and wipes
out all the other Sith so he can found a new Order based on the rule of two: one Master, one apprentice.

Dynasty of Evil: Star Wars Legends (Darth Bane)
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Millennia before the rise of Darth Vader and Darth Sidious, in an Old Republic marked by an ongoing struggle between the
Sidi and Jedi, Darth Bane plots to bring down the Brotherhood of the Sith and to replace it with a more powerful order.

Star Wars: Darth Bane - Path of Destruction
Set a thousand years before the events of Star Wars: A New Hope, Drew Karpyshyn’s electrifying Darth Bane novels take us
deep into the dark side. This action-packed series follows the transformation of a lost young man who becomes a legendary
Sith Lord, able to wield the awesome power of the Force as never before. Packed with nonstop thrills, the entire Darth Bane
trilogy is now available as an eBook bundle featuring PATH OF DESTRUCTION RULE OF TWO DYNASTY OF EVIL After a highstakes card game ends violently, Dessel, a lowly miner, vanishes into the ranks of the Sith army and ships out to join the
war against the Republic and its Jedi champions. There, Dessel’s brutality, cunning, and exceptional command of the Force
swiftly win him renown as a warrior. But in the eyes of his watchful masters, a far greater destiny awaits him . . . if he can
prove himself worthy. As an acolyte in the Sith Academy, studying at the feet of its greatest masters, Dessel embraces his
new identity: Bane. However, in order to gain full acceptance into this chilling Brotherhood, he must surrender completely
to the dark side. Only by defying the most sacred traditions of the Sith can Bane hope to triumph—and forge from the ashes
a new era of absolute power.

Star Wars
Eighteen-year-old Kerra Holt, a Jedi Knight on her first mission, is left deep in Sith space without any support or resources
and realizes how unprepared she is, but will not abandon the Jedi's mission to help the colony.

Darth Plagueis
NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY BUZZFEED • A companion novel inspired by Star Wars: Battlefront, this
action-packed adventure follows a squad of soldiers caught in the trenches of the ultimate galactic war between good and
evil. The bravest soldiers. The toughest warriors. The ultimate survivors. Among the stars and across the vast expanses of
space, the Galactic Civil War rages. On the battlefields of multiple worlds in the Mid Rim, legions of ruthless
stormtroopers—bent on crushing resistance to the Empire wherever it arises—are waging close and brutal combat against
an armada of freedom fighters. In the streets and alleys of ravaged cities, the front-line forces of the Rebel Alliance are
taking the fight to the enemy, pushing deeper into Imperial territory and grappling with the savage flesh-and-blood realities
of war on the ground. Leading the charge are the soldiers—men and women, human and nonhuman—of the Sixty-First
Mobile Infantry, better known as Twilight Company. Hard-bitten, war-weary, and ferociously loyal to one another, the
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members of this renegade outfit doggedly survive where others perish, and defiance is their most powerful weapon against
the deadliest odds. When orders come down for the rebels to fall back in the face of superior opposition numbers and
firepower, Twilight reluctantly complies. Then an unlikely ally radically changes the strategic equation—and gives the
Alliance’s hardest-fighting warriors a crucial chance to turn retreat into resurgence. Orders or not, alone and outgunned but
unbowed, Twilight Company locks, loads, and prepares to make its boldest maneuver—trading down-and-dirty battle in the
trenches for a game-changing strike at the ultimate target: the very heart of the Empire’s military machine. Praise for
Battlefront: Twilight Company “A novel that ties in to a video game based on a sprawling sci-fi franchise shouldn’t be this
good. . . . Battlefront: Twilight Company effortlessly thrusts readers onto the frontlines of the Galactic Civil War in a gripping
tale.”—New York Daily News “Compelling . . . an entertaining journey through a galaxy in turmoil . . . Battlefront: Twilight
Company explores what happens to the cannon fodder fighting and dying in the background of space opera’s cinematic
action sequences. Focusing on the life of a few low-ranking Rebel grunts caught up in a vast interstellar conflict, the novel is
an enjoyable tale of interstellar adventure and drama.”—IGN “Satisfyingly complex, immersive and moving . . . a war story
unlike any Star Wars book that’s come before it.”—Roqoo Depot “A military thriller [with] some pretty impressive actions
scenes [and] the lived-in, gritty feel of the original trilogy . . . [Alexander] Freed shows us the military side of the Star Wars
universe in a way that we haven’t seen much before, while also giving readers new perspectives on classic characters and
moments.”—Tech Times “Twilight Company is one of the greatest Star Wars stories ever about someone doggedly,
cynically coming to understand why acting according to the light side is important.”—Den of Geek “The strongest canon
piece of Star Wars literature thus far . . . sure to be a fan-pleasing favorite . . . Explosive action scenes and dark humor only
punctuate this character-driven tale [with] heavy world-building and cameos from other characters throughout the Star
Wars pantheon.”—Alternative Nation
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